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Linguistic Evidence for the Lucan Source L 

BURTON SCOTT EASTON 

NASHOTAH HOVSB 

PREFACE 

THE incentive to the present study was supplied by 
the investigations of Bernhard Weiss, as published, 

in particular, in the three works, Evangelium deB LukaB 
(Gottingen, 1901), Die Quellen deB LukasevangeliumB (Stutt
gart, 1907), and Die Quellen der Bynoptischen Ueberlieferuti!J 
(Leipsic, 1908). In these three treatises, Dr. Weiss has set 
forth in the fullest detail his theory of the composition of the 
Synoptic Gospels, which, as far as it relates to St. Luke, as
serts the existence of three written sources (Me., Q, and L) 
as explaining practically the entire contents of the Third 
Gospel. This third written source, L, is a contribution of 
Dr. Weiss' own to the Synoptic Problem,-at least in so 
far as its length and completeness are concerned,-and he 
has supported his contention with a number of extremely 
cogent arguments, chief among which (probably) is the 
linguistic. 

Briefly, his contention is this. It is admitted that a 
single hand can be found running through all parts of our 
Third Gospel. Certain characteristics of a rather peculiar 
and individual style can be seen almost everywhere. But 
from this it does not follow that the entire Gospel is the 
word of a single author writing freely. On the other hand, 
these stylistic touches in themselves need not establish 
anything more than unity of editorship, of a fairly thorough
going kind. 

In two cases positiYe proof is possible that St. Luke's 
work was, in part, at least, that of an editor, for the use 
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by him of two documents, Me. and Q, may be demonstrated. 
And in regard to Me., we are in the fortunate situation of 
being able to compare the original source with Lc. 's treat
ment of it. In the case of Q the matter is not so simple, 
for the source must be reconstructed by a comparison of Lc. 
with Mt., but, within certain limits, this reconstruction can 
be performed with a very fair degree of certainty. Conse
quently, it is incumbent on the student of the Synoptic 
Problem to subject the other matter in Lc. to a close 
examination with a view to determining how much else 
may possibly belong to a source rather than to Lc.'s free 
composition. 

An examination of this kind is always a very delicate 
matter and the results always more or less uncertain. But 
in the case of the Third Gospel, there are certain factors 
that simplify the problem somewhat. The author of the 
Third Gospel was palpably a Gentile, writing for Gentiles. 
This follows not only from the tradition regarding the 
author but from an examination of the Gospel itself ( omis
sion of matter of purely Jewish interest from Me., etc.). 
The material, however, deals so often with purely Jewish 
matter in such an entirely familiar way as to establish a 
strong probability in favor of its being of Jewish origin. 
Again, it appears evident from many stylistic usages through
out the Gospel that the editor had a fairly keen feeling for 
a rather good Hellenistic style, so that evidences of a fond
ness for Jewish (especially Septuagint) vocabulary or con
structions must be viewed rather with suspicion. Again, 
even apart from matters of Jewish or Gentile Greek, Lc.'s 
style is so characteristic that it can be tabulated to a rather 
considerable extent, so that differences from it may be noted 
and traced out. 

These factors are of the very greatest assistance in literary
critical work of this kind, but they are not the only factors. 
Much can be done, for instance, by a study of the relation 
of the tradition in the individual portions of the Third Gospel 
to the traditions in the other New Testament writings. It 
is found, to a noteworthy degree, that certain passages ex-
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hibit a strong affinity to the Johannine tradition. Again, 
the "mtiological motive" of the author in many p&l'ta points 
to his having written under not Gentile but Palestinian con
ditions of A.D. 40-60. Finally, there are the tests that are 
usually applied in literary-critical work,-the problems of 
"doublets," the interdependence of the various parts of what 
is suspected to be a single source, and (for Gospel problems) 
the furnishing of the proper material for the "Evangelic 
Tradition." 

All of these factors in literary-critical work have been 
applied by Dr. Weiss in his studies, and he has claimed that 
their convergence has established his contention that there 
exists in the Third Gospel a source which he has named L, 
and he has effected a tentative reconstruction of the Greek 
text of this source. As yet, however, no critique has been 
published of his results and it is the purpose of the present 
study to supply this lack.l 

The most important part of the evidence presented by 
Dr. Weiss is that which relates to the linguistic peculiarities 
of the source L. The data that he has collected make out a 
really strong pnma facie case for an author of L whose style 
differed notably from that of Lc. Unfortunately, the man
ner in which Dr. Weiss bas arranged this evidence is about 
as awkward as possible. A short table is drawn up on pp. 
197-198 of the third of his books cited above, in which some 
of the material is collected, but this table is by no means 
complete and the figures quoted not always accurate. The 
rest of the material is scattered through the book in foot
notes, in which the evidence as q noted often seems to be con
tradicted by that offered by a. concordance ( cf. especially 
p. 167 below). Consequently, if the value of the arguments 
offered is to be given any just appraisement, the first step 
needed is a collection and thorough sifting of the data. 

This work has been undertaken in what follows, and on 

t Stanton in TM Gospels as Historical DocutMnt&, Part ll (1009), p. 224, 
misstates WeiBB' position. Nicolardot (.Lu .ProcUU de B~daction de1 trois 
prtmkrs _g,ang~li&tu, 1908) in a. very obvio118 reference to Wel.ss (p. 182) 
appea.rs also to miBB Wel.ss' point. 
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it some elaboration has been made. For the present purposes 
there have been examined all the statistics of the words and 
phrases belonging to the following classes ; (a) all of those 
used by Weiss (143 in number, by my count); (6) all of 
those classed as characteristic of Lc. by Hawkins (151 in 
number, but in part coinciding with those in Weiss,-Horae 
8yMpticae, 2d edition, pp. 15-23); (c) all words classed by 
Hawkins as common in Lc., but not in A.; (d) all words be
longing to Biblical Greek only; (e) a selected list of all 
words that might seem characteristic (particles in especial) ; 
(f) Dalman's "possible Hebraisms" ; (g) every word in 
Moulton and Geden's Concordance, pp. 1-424 (through 
Zeta). This examination has yielded results of such a defi
nite character that it has not seemed worth while to carry 
the Concordance study further at present, as it could yield 
only cumulative evidence. 

In work of this sort, naturally, a mere mechanical count 
would have been worthless. It is necessary to know not 
only how often Lc. uses a given phrase, but the source 
from which he takes it,-a document or his own preference. 
When, for instance, a word from Me. is taken over into 
Lc. in connection with the rest of the Marean passage, no 
conclusion for Lc.'s fondness or otherwise for that word 
may be drawn, and it should be barred out of such lists 
as the present. The same is true for words in Q, where 
their existence in Q is guaranteed by their occurrence in 
the parallel passage in Mt. However, for completeness' sake 
I have invariably given such uses with a reference to their 
source or parallel (chapter and verse of Me. or Mt. ). On 
the other hand, the changes made in Me. by Lc., where we 
may be reasonably sure that they are really Lucan changes 
1md are not due to some parallel account, are of the very 
greatest service. When, as in the case of dp'X.f''• we find Lc. 
"~'8tematically avoiding or altering a common Marean phrase, 
we may decide with real certainty that Lc. objected to that 
l"'rticular word or phrase. Consequently, the present study 
h~Ut involved counting and comparing the words in Me. as 
w"ll as those in Lc., and I trust it has recorded every case 
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where a word that occurs in L has not been copied where 
it occurs in Me. Again, the insertion by Lc. of words or 
phrases into the Marean narrative is of great importance, as 
indicating a predilection on Lc.'s part for such words. 
Where, for instance, such a case occurs in a word of not 
many occurrences in all, the assignment of that word to L be
comes less certain. For words of high number of occurrences 
this is not of so much importance, as frequent copying of the 
same word tends to introduce it into one's own vocabulary. 
All such cases have been recorded, with the reference given to 
the place in Me. into which Lc. has made the insertion as well 
as to the place in Lc. Strictly speaking, each example should 
be accompanied by a discussion as to the appropriateness 
of the word in each context, but such a method is out 
of the question. Not only is the bulk of cases so great 
as to be prohibitive, but, in the vast majority of instances, 
the discussion would be so subjective as to destroy its value. 
Consequently, attention has been called to reasons other 
than purely stylistic only in certain very prominent cases. 

All evidence offered .by Acts has been duly tabulated. 
To my mind it is convincing as an additional proof that 
Lc. and A. have a common author. But it also points to 
the use of sources in the first. twelve chapters of A. and 
in the speeches throughout the Book. Most notably does 
this appear to be true in the case of St. Stephen's speech, to 
which attention is usually directed. 

In referring a word to Me. rather than to Q, the possibility 
must always be borne in mind that Me. and Lc. may be 
both quoting from Q. Weiss maintains this in a large 
number of cases (and in certain of these I feel that he 
has made out a case), but for the present purposes this is 
immaterial. In most places, however, I have used the 
reference •• Me . . (or Q)," but not invariably. As to the 
matter of Q passages in Lc. only, I have simply followed 
Weiss, with a reference to the page of his discussion. With
out committing myself as to whether or not these passages 
belong to Q, it is enough to say that the evidence collected 
at least seems to show that most of t~em do not belong to L. 
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For the limits of L, I have used simply the reconstruction 
given by Weiss. As his list of words differs somewhat from 
the one in the present work and as his proofs for L are only 
in part linguistic, his tests and those here are in large part 
independent. To judge from the ~sts I have made, Weiss 
has certainly included in his reconstruction of L all that 
properly belongs to it, with the exception, perhaps. of the 
Transfiguration narrative. On the other hand, it is possible 
that he has· included a little too much; but these questions 
as to the precise extent of L must be left open for the pres
ent. My interest has lain in the proofs for the existence or 
otherwhle of the document, and the precise determination of 
its limits (if the problem is capable of solution at all) can 
hardly be settled by linguistic considerations alone. In one 
respect, Weiss has consequently not been followed; namely, 
his elimination of small sections inside the L narrative. In 
other words, there has been studied not the text as recon
structed by Weiss, but the Lucan text of the passages that 
Weiss has attributed to L. Otherwise there would have 
been the danger of a petitio principii, especially where Weiss 
has discarded phrases for linguistic reasons. In a few cases, 
which are noted, Weiss seems to have assigned phrases to 
Lc. which in reality belong to his source. 

It is proper to add that the three treatises of Weiss differ 
slightly from each other in the matter they assign to L. I 
have, of course, noted all these differences, but it has seemed 
needless to record them here. I have tried to adapt my own 
data to the limits as set forth in the last of the three books, 
but possibly I have not. succeeded invariably. In one case 
(the first few words of Lc. 19 29) I have followed the book 
of 1907 (p. 211) for a matter that is not mentioned in the 
book of 1908. All references otherwise, unless specially 
designated, are to the book of 1908, in particular the page
numbers in parentheses that follow the words in my first 
four lists. Where matter in these first four lists is not in 
Weiss I have noted the fact. The matter in the other lists 
is independent of Weiss. 
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.A. WORDS AND PHRASES ESPECIALLY CHARACTER

ISTIC OF L 

1. ap.af'TOJ"1vk (not in Weiss). Occurs eighteen times in 
Lc., not at all in A. Two occurrences (5 ro. 32) are from Me. 
(2 18. n). Once (7 34, Mt. 1119) from Q. 15 7. 10 are prob
ably from Q or from Lc. 's own hand. The remaining thirteen 
instances (5 s 6 32. 33. 34 (twice) 7 :rr. 39 13 2 151. 218 13 19 7 

24 7 are all in L. In 5 29 the word is dropped from Me. 2 11!. 

2. ava:rrl'lf'TOJ (123, 137, 150). Occurs four times in Lc., 
not at all in A. The four occurrences (11 :rr 14 10 17 7 22 t4) 
are all in L. In 9 l.IS the word is rejected from Me. 6 40 and 
IC4Tt~ICXIJIO> substituted. 

3. a7ro TOV viiv (151, 157). Five times in Lc., once (18 6) 
in A, elsewhere only 2 Cor. 5 16 and [Jn. 8 11]. The five 
occurrences are all in L, -1 43 5 10 12 ~ 22 18. 69. 

4. a7ro>..Gp.{3dll0> (125, 127). Four times (or five) in Lc., 
not at all in A. The four occurrences (6 34 15 'rl 16 25 

23 c) are all in L. If the word is read in 18 ro, it is there 
an insertion by Lc. into Me. 10 oo, but WH and Weiss read 
the simple verb there. 

5. dPXOJ· Thirty-one times in Lc., ten times (11. 22 2 4 

8 35 10 :rr 11 4. 16 18 26 24 2 27 311) in A. The distribution in 
Lc., however, seems very significant. The word is used 
twenty-five times by Me. and sixteen of these occurrences 
are in passages copied directly by Lc. But only three (Me. 
1115 12 1 14 19) of these sixteen are taken over by Lc. 
(19 4lS 20 9 22 23) and in the other thirteen cases (Me. 1 4lS 

2 23 5 11. 20 6 2. 7. M 8 31 10 28. 32. 47 13 6 14 69) the word is 
omitted or modified into some other construction (imper
fect, etc.). Twice the word is inserted by Lc. (5 21 9 12) 

into Me. 's narrative (2 6 6 311), but in the second of these cases 
(at least),-ti tip.lpt~ fip~a.To ~t>..lVEu,,-the word has its proper 
force and cannot be regarded as a mere periphrasis. Twice 
the word is certainly due to Q (7 24, Mt. 11 7; 12 41S, Mt. 
24 49) and in 3 8 (cf. Mt. 3 9) it is altogether probable that 
the word belongs to Q and the alteration is due to Mt. The 
origin of the two cases in 18 215. 26 is not clear,- Weiss 
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(pp. 57-58) prints the second as pRrt of Q and attributes the 
first to Lc. The case 11 29 is dubious,- it is in a Q context. 
But the remaining twenty cases (3 23 4 21 7 1:>. 38. 49 11 113 

12 1 14 9. 18. 29. 30 15 14. 24 19 37 21 28 23 2. II. 30 24 'n. 47) 

are all L. The fact that so many cases occur in so small a 
part of the Gospel, especially when contrnsted with the much 
thinner distribution elsewhere in the Gospel and in A. and 
when contrasted with the frequency with which the word is 
rejected from 1\fc., seems to me to be of particular signifi
cance. Weiss, as far as I have been able to discover, does 
not notice this word as a characteristic of L. 

6. 'E'Yivn-o followed by "a{. Eleven (or twelve) times in 
Lc., not at all in A. (the case A. 57 is quite different). Of 
these cases, eight (5 1 8 1 9 111 14 1 17 11 19 111 24 4. 111) are 
in L. The cases 5 12. 11 are to be referred to the influence of 
5 1,- the three consecutive paragraphs begin alike. 8 22 may 
be explained in the same way from 8 1 or may be from Q. 
Also 9 28 may belong here (Q ?, L ?, -text? Cf. B 15). 

7. l'Yivn-o lv Tip followed by infinitive. Twenty-one times 
in Lc., once (19 1) in A. (or twice, if 9 3 is counted, but it 
probably should not be included). The three cases 9 29. 33 

111 are in a Q context, but there seems to be no evidence 
for the phrase in Q (it is not found in Mt.). In 3 21 and 
9 18 it is probably from Lc. 's own hand (but in the former 
of these two passages I feel that there is something to be 
said for a source). 5 12 is due to 51, as above. The re
maining fifteen occurrences (1 8 2 6 5 1 9 111 10 38 (but the 
text here is dubious) 11 'n 14 1 17 11. 14 18 3IS 19 111 24 4. 111. 

30. 111) are all L. It is also worthy of note that in the only 
occurrence of this phrase in Me. (4 4), it is changed in Lc. 
(8 11). W eiBB does not recognize this phrase as characteristic 
of L,-on the contrary ( Quellen des Lukasevangeliums, p. 132), 
he treats it as a Lucan phrase,- but the statistics seem con
vincing. 

NoTE. On combining the results of this section with 
those of the preceding, a particularly significant result is 
given for the very un-Greek combination "byewro lv Tip with 
the infinitive followed by "at." There are eight occurrences 
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in Lc. and no others in the New Testament. Of these eight 
cases, seven (51 9111 141 17 11 19111 24 4. 111) are in L and 
the only other case (5 12) seems to be due to 51. 

8. brY~(I) (124, 143, 147, 153, 165). Eighteen times in 
Lc., six in A. (7 17 9 3 10 9 21 33 22 6 (identical with 9 3) 

23 111). Of the eighteen occurrences, two (10 9. 11) are cer
tainly from Q. In 18 40, Lc. inserts the word into Me. 10 150 

(influence of 18 SIS?). The remaining fifteen cases (7 12 12 33 

15 1. 2IS 18 SIS 19 29. 37. 41 21 8. 20. 28 22 1. 47 24 111. 28) are all in 
L. The significance here lies in the large number of the 
cases. While the number of occurrences in A. shows that 
Lc. did not entirely disuse the word, yet the number is too 
small, especially when the character of the narrative (with 
its journeyings) is considered, to account for the enormously 
greater proportion in L. 

Among special uses, Weiss (p. 14 7) calls attention to ~ 
bn~(l). The phrase is found four times (7 12 15 2IS 19 29. 41), 
not at all in A. (but 7 17 has 1Ca8~ ~'Y'Y''eu,- in temporal, 
not local, sense, however, and in St. Stephen's speech be
sides) nor in the rest of the New Testament,- something 
not noted by Weiss. I may add l'Y'Y('(I) el~, 18 SIS 19 29 24 28, 

-all L, -not found in A. (and poor Greek,- LXX). 
9. mtp.d'(l) (119). Fourteen times in Lc., once (23 23) 

in A. Of these fourteen occurrences that in 3 4 is from the 
Septuagint. 22 9. 12. 13 are from Me. 14 12. 15. 16. 22 8 is 
almost certainly due to the following three cases, as Lc. 
seems to have formed this whole verse out of what follows. 
12 20 Weiss (p. 48) prints as from Q. The remaining eight 
instances (117. 76 2 31 9 112 12 47 17 8 23 116 24 1) are all in 
L. Cf. hot~, 14 17 22 33 (both L) and 12 40 (Q, Mt. 2444). 

10. Eii'A.o'Ye(l) (113). Thirteen times in Lc. (omitting 128 and 
counting 24 53), twice in A. (3 21S. (text?) 26), but both cases 
due to Septuagint. Consequently it should not be counted as 
occurring in A. Of the thirteen instances, 9 16 and 19 38 are 
from Me. 6 41 and 11 9. One case (13 SIS, "Mt. 23 39) is from 
Q. Of the remaining ten cases, nine (1 42. (twice) 64 2 28. M 

6 28 24 oo. 150. 111) are certainly from L and 24 53 may be. 
Weiss attributes this verse to Lc., but in any case the use of 
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eiiA.orylr» (if the text is right) is due to vs. 110. Note also 
eii'A.o'PJTth in 1 68,- the only one of the cognates in the Lucan 
writings. 

11. '"'1 aimk, nominative, where ain-tk has no real intensive 
force and where ~Cal is merely copulative. Thirty-six cases 
in Lc., none at all in A. Of these thirty-six cases no less 
than twenty-nine appear to be in L, -117. 22 2 28. 37. 80 3 23 

(a very awkward case) 5 1. 37 6 20 7 12 8 1 9 ISl 11 46 (?) 
14 1 16 14 16M 17 u. 13. 16 18M 19 2 (twice, -the aeoond 
especially no-Greek) 22 23 • .n 24 1,. 21S. 28. 31. M. The other 
cases, with one exception ( 4 111, - Lc. ?), seem to be due to the 
influence of a preceding case in L ; namely, 5 14. 17 due to 5 1; 

8 2'J. ti (text?) due to 8 1; 24 112 due to the other cases in 
cp. 24. There should be added 9 36 in a Q (?) passage (but 
the phrase in this sense is not found in Mt. ). It is to be 
noted, moreover, that where Lc. (8 23 9 20 22 12) meets the 
phrase in Mo. ( 4 38 8 29 14 liS) he either omits or modifies it, 
a fact telling' against Lc.'s having any fondness for the 
combination. 

A peculiarly un-Greek combination is found in "'" ain-~ 
~' followed by a participle. L has four instances, -1 ~ 
3 23 5 1 14 1. The only case in Lc. outside of L is in 5 u, 
apparently modeled on 5 1. 

~'or the sake of completeness, the other occurrences of the 
phrase in the Synoptists, where there is a real intensive 
force, may be given. Mt. 20 10 21 '11 25M 27 rn. The last 
of these is taken over from Me. 15 ts, which is avoided, 
despite the better sense, in Lc. 28 :s1. Lc. 1 36 14 12 16 28 

19 9 24 liS (text uncertain). All of these examples (five) are 
likewise from L. In A. there are eight occurrences (8 13 

15 S2 21 2& 22 20 24 liS. 16 25 22 27 86), all of which are quite 
distinct from the first use quoted. 

In Me. 6 47 there is one further example of the first uae, 
but the passage is not in a Lucan context. 

Weiss does not class this phrase among those characteristic 
of L ; indeed, he often removes •imk from the L narrative 
as a Lucan word. (E.g. on p. 125.) But he bas not dis
tinguished between the uses of the word. 
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12. ~aTa To 18~ (152). Three times in Lc., not in the 
rest of the New Testament. The Lucan oases (1 9 2 t2 

22 39) are all L. Despite seven occurrences of the word 18o~; 
in Acts the phrase does not recur, -in 15 1 2121 the simple 
dative is used in the same sense. 

13. Kup&~, of Christ, in the Evangelist's narrative (134, 
187, 144, 156, 164). Fifteen times in Lc. (if 24 3 is in
cluded); no comparison with A. is possible. Of these oc
currences, twelve are in L,-7 13. 19 10 1. 39. 41 11 39 13 111 

17 11. 6 19 8 22 61 (first occurrence) 24 3. The second occur
rence in 22 61 may be from Lc., but it is of course due to the 
first occurrence. The two other cases are 12 42,- one of 
Lc.'s characteristic transition-questions, -and 18 6, possibly 
a Lucan insertion in Q. The title is never inserted by Lc. 
in Me. 

14. A6-rpOHTLI; and cognates (166). All in L: ">..6-rpMuL~; in 
168 2 38; /nro">..VTpMULI; in 21 28; ">..vrp&op.a.L in 24 21. None 
of these words are in A. and the only cognate is ">..vrp(I)'T~ 

(7 311), which occurs, moreover, in St. Stephen's speech. 
15. oVx,t, ci">..">..a (133, 137). Five times in Lc., not at all 

in A. The five cases are all in L, -1 oo 12 111 13 3. 11 16 30. 

To these probably should be added ci">..">..' oiJxt, also in L and 
not in A. (Lc. 17 8). 

16. 7rapa with accusative in sense of "beyond," "more 
than" (133). Four times in Lc., not at all in A. The four 
cases (3 1.3 18 2. 4 18 14) are all L. Contrast the use of inrep 
in same sense in 6 40 (Q,- Mt. 10 24), 16 8 (Q or Lc., proba
bly), A. 26 13. 

17. 'TrOLio> b..e01; /U'T' airrov (122). In Lc. 1 72 10 37. 

Compare e!W'faAVIIEJI TO l">..eo~; p.E'T
0 

a~ in 1 118. Besides, the 
word l>.£01; is 1110. M. 78 and not at all in A. All these pas
sages in Lc. are in L. 

18. tTTpa~e(~; (136, 156, 161). Seven times in Lc., not at 
a.ll in A. (Lc. 10 22 is not included.) Of thet~e seven cases, 
five (7 44 9 M 14 211 22 61 23 28) are in L. Of the other two, 
7 9 is in a mixture of Q and L, a.nd 10 23 is either Lc. 
or Q. 
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B. WORDS AND PHRASES PROBABLY CHARACTERISTIC 

OF L 

1. a"f"'£"'//.of; as "messenger" (119). Three times in Lc., 
not at all in A. Of these cases, 7 zr is a Septuagint quotation 
(Mt. 11 10 Me. 1 2). The other two (7 24 9 112) are L. 

2. a8i>..~l Kal atl"f'Y£ll£'ir; Kal 'Y£lTOll£<; (133). Lc. 14 12,

cf. a&"A.!f>ol Kal atl"f'Y£ll€'ir; Kal ,ptxo, in 2116, - both in L. 
3. alvor;, alvlot (143, 146). The verb occurs Lc. 2 13. 20 

19 37,- all L,- and possibly 24 113 (Lc. ), but £uXO"fOVvr~ is 
the much more probable reading. Also in A. 2 47 3 8. 9,

all in the very early part. The noun is found Lc. 18 43 (L), 
not in A. 

4. ap.~u (not in Weiss). Six times in Lc., not at all in A. 
Three of these cases (18 17. 29 21 32) are from Me. (10 111. 29 

13 ao), the other three, all with X6yOJ vp.iu 0-rt, are from L 
(4 24 12 37 23 43). Lc. 22 18 omits the word from Me. 14 211 

(used in part, at least, by Lc. here), and in 9 zr 21 3 he sub
stitutes a">..1J8fd; for it in Me. 9 1 12 43. Five times in Q 
passages the word stands in Mt. (Mt. 5 26 8 10 10 111 1111 
13 11), where the corresponding Lc. passage (12 119 7 9 10 12 

7 28 10 24) omits it. For ap.~u in Mt. 23 36 Lc. has vat in 
11111 and a">..1J8fd; 12 44 (Mt. 24 47). This relation between 
Mt. and Lc. would seem to denote that ap.~u was fairly com
mon in Q, and was retained by Mt. but either dropped or 
altered by Lc., as in the three cases in Me. Hence the ex
amples from L acquire still greater weight. 

5. aua~eXluOJ (not in Weiss). Three times in Lc., not at 
all in A. Of these cases, Lc. 13 29 is from Q (Mt. 8 u), the 
other two (2 1 12 37) are in L. In Me. 6 39, Lc. (9 u) alters 
to ICtiTaKX(JIQJ. 

6. auaKmQ) (134). Twice in Lc. (13 11 21 28), both in 
L. Elsewhere in New Testament only [J. 8 1. 10]. 

7. avrllc£tp.at (133, 135). In Lc. 13 11 21111, both L, and 
both times in the phrase oi avrtK£(p.£JIOt ainrp. Not in A. 

8. aw'x,Q), in the sense "be distant from" (165). Three 
times in Lc. (7 6 15 20 24 t:l), all in L. The verb occurs A. 
15 20. 29, but in both cases in the middle and not in a local 
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sense. Cf. also IJ41'Pall a..,.ex,o'IITat (125) in 7 6 15 m and (not 
in weiss) a'IT'ix,UJ a..,.o 7 6 24 13. 

9. Q..,.opla, Q..,.oplo, (164). Neither in A. Noun 21 25, 

verb 24 4. 

10. apxtEpEVf not used in the singular (154). Plural in 
L in 22 4. a2. 66 28 f. 10. 13 24 20. The only exceptions are 
3 2, where the word means "highpriesthood" and 22 M, in 
the phrase Ei~ ~ll oliClall TOV apxup~. Note that in the last 
case Me. 14M (used in part by Lc.) has .,.pa, TOll aPXLEpea. 

11. apttrraOJ, G.pttrroll (124). Verb 11 :rr, noun 11 38 14 12. 

All three in L, neither word in A. 
12. at/Jatplo, (120). Four times in Lc., not at all in A. 

Of the four cases 22 110 is from Me. 14 47 ("cut off"). The 
other three cases have the meaning" take away." 16 3 (mid
dle) Weiss (p. 53) prints as part of Q, the other two (1211 
10 f2) are from L. 

13. /Jaut"'A.Wo> ;.,.( with accusative (145). In New Testa
ment only Lc. 1 33 19 14. '¥1. The verb not elsewhere in Lc. 
or A. 

14. bylwro followed by a finite verb. Twenty-one (or 
twenty-two) cases in Lc., none in Acts. (Lc. 10 38 should 
probably not be counted.) Fifteen of these (1 8. 23. 41. 59 

21. 6. 14.46 7ull '¥1 1714 18 SIS 19 29 24 00.111) are in L. 
Of the other six (or seven), three (9 18. 28. (text? cf . ..4. 6) 
37) are printed by Weiss (pp. 64, 65, 66) as part of Q, but 
cf. Note 4, infra. 20 1 seems an insertion into Me. 11 '¥1, 

and 9 33 is perhaps another. 111 and 1114 are in Q context, 
and the phrase here is possibly Q and possibly Lc. There is 
no certain case of the phrase in Q, but Mt. (7 28 111 13M 19 1 
26 t) uses it five times in a Q context and nowhere else. 
However, if the number of occurrences in L were not quite 
so large, the classification of the phrase here might seem un
justified. But the large number and the absence of the 
phrase from A. make a strong impression. Moreover, in the 
two cases (3 21 and 8 11) where Lc. meets the phrase in Me. 
(1 9 4 4) he alters it. (Not in Weiss.) 

NoTE 1. A combination of this phrase with Ell Tf> and 
the infinitive appears in L seven times (1 8 2 6 11 '¥1 17 14 
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18 M 24 80. 61 ), elsewhere only in 9 18. ss, as above. (Not in 
Weiss.) 

NOTE 2. The phrase bylwro ~ is found only in this 
combination and only in the L section of Lc. (not at all in 
A.). The places are 1 ZJ. 41 2 16 19 29,- four in all. (Not 
in Weiss.) 

NOTE 3. An interesting contrast is afforded by the use of 
e.,~wro followed by the infinitive,- five time~> (8 21 6 1. 6. 12 

16 22) in Lc., sixteen times in A. Lc. 6 1 is from Me. ~ ~. 
6 6 and 6 12 are clearly insertions by Lc. into Me. 3 1 and 
3 13. 3 21 is probably an insertion into Me. 1 9. 16 22 is the 
only occurrence in an L passage. bybrro b TrP with infini
tive in this construction is found in 3 21, A. 19 1 only. 

NOTE 4. If the special matter in the Transfiguration nar
rative be assigned to L (cf. p. 169, infra), then of the 21 (or 
22) cases in Lc., 16 (or 17) are found in L, -a high pro
portion (adding 9 28 (text?) as). 

15. "(JIQ)p(,o>, "fVWaLr;, "fllo>tT'To( (197,- for the third of 
these). The first of these twice in Lc., - 2 16. 11, both L. 
Twice in A., but in 2 28 the word is from a Septuagint quo
tation; in 7 13 it is in St. Stephen's speech and the text is 
doubtful. The second in Lc. 177 (L), 11 62 (Lc.). The 
third in Lc. 2 44 23 f9 (both L ), not at all in A., despite ten 
occurrences of the word in the neuter (not found in Lc.). 

16. "(O"f"'{V,(J), 8La"fO"fryV'(J) (110). Simple verb Lc. 5 ao 
(L), not at all in A. (noun in A. 6 1, not in Lc.). Com
pound verb (an exclusively Septuagint form) in 15 2 19 1. 

not elsewhere in New Testament. In all three cases "A.fityoii'TEt; 

follows. 
17. 8er,aLr; ( 111). 1 18 2 :rr 5 33, - three caaes in Lc., all 

L, not at all in A. 
18. &a~eovft» (138). Eight times in Lc., twice (A. 6 2 

19 22) in A. Of these caaes in Lc., one (4 39) is from Me. 
(1 31). Three times, in immediate conjunction and as noun 
(o 8u1~eovwv), the word is found in a Q passage (22 26. 21 

(twice)), where the word may be Q and may be due to Lc. 
(Me. 10 43, Mt. 20 211 bas 8LCilcov~). The other four instances 
(8 3 10 40 12 :rr 17 8) are in L. The construction with the 
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dative is found in 4 39 8 a 12 :rr 17 8 only, with the possible 
addition of A. 6 2 ('Tpa7Te~a,f). 

19. &~efc, (133, 144). The interrogative &~eEi'TE is found 
three times, all with M£, in Lc., -12 111 13 2. 4,- all L,
and not at all in A. Otherwise, six times in Lc. and nine in 
A. Of these six times, 13 (preface) and 8 18 (insertion in 
Me. 4 211) are certainly from Lc. 22 2i is Lc. or Q. 10 116 

19 11 24 :rr are L. The interrogative form alone can he 
classed as probably L. (On p. 197, Weiss states that the 
word occurs five times in L. This is a slip for aiz,- cf. 
pp. 121, 181, 138 (twice), 144, 167 of his reconstructed 
text.) 

20. &Jfa (not noted by Weiss). Thirteen times in Lc., 
four times in .A. Of these four times, however, two (7 2. 1111) 
are in St. Stephen's speech. The other cases are A. 12 23 

22 11. Of the thirteen cases in Lc., two (9 26 21 21) are 
from Me. (8 38 13 26). Twice the word is from Q (122'1, Mt. 
6 29; 4 6, Mt. 4 8). 9 38 is an insertion into Me. llto, doubt
less under the influence of 2 14. Twice (9 31. 32,- in con
junction) the word may be Q, Lc., or L. The remaining six 
cases (i.e. six out of the uncertain nine) are all L,- 2 9. 14. 32 

14 10 17 18 24 26. 

21. f.~e'M(7TO> (152, 162). Three times in I...c., not at all in 
A. The three occurrences (16 9 22 32 23 46) are all L. 

22. /Mfc, (not noted by Weiss). Four times in Lc., not 
at all in A. Of these cases, two, in immediate conjunction 
(18 38. 39), are from Me. (10 47. 48). The other two (16 24 

17 13) are both L. The word is omitted by Lc. (8 39) in his 
reproduction of Me. 5 19. Cf. also the statistics for eMo<; in 
A 17. 

23. IMr,p.oa-UVfJ" with 81&,1-" (139). Twice (11 41 12 33) 

in Lc., both L. Not at all in A., which uses 7Totiot l>..eq
p.oa-lnn}r~ (A. 9 36 10 2 24 t7). 

24. Ep.7Ta~(ll) (159, 162). Five times in Lc., not at all in 
A. Of these occurrences, one (18 32) is from Me. (10 34). 
The other four (14 29 22 63 23 11. 36) are all in L. 

25. IJ1>7rpoa8o (not noted by Weiss). Ten times in Lc., 
twice (10 4 18 17) in A. Of these ten cases, four (7 21, 
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Mt. ll1o; 10 21, Mt. 11 26; 12 8 (twice), Mt. 10 32 (twice)) 
are from Q. The case 5 19 may be Q but ia much more 
probably Lc. (added to Me. 2 4). The remaining five cases 
(14 :a 19 4. zr. 28 21 36) are all L. It should be noted more
over that in 5 211 this word in Me. 2 12 is changed to lvanrwv, 
and a. similar change seems to have been made in Q,- cf. 
Mt. 10 33 with Lc. 12 9. The word occurs also in Me. 9 2 

but not in the parallel Lc. 9 29, but here the whole narrative 
is changed. 

26. evavrtov (149, 165). Three times in Lc., twice in A. 
But of the occurrences in A., 7 10 ia in St. Stephen's speech 
and has a textual uncertainty, 8 32 ia a Septuagint quotation. 
Consequently, the word scarcely belongs to the vocabulary 
of A. The three occurrences in Lc. (1 6 20 26 24 19) are 
all L. 

27.' e~ovala with subjective genitive (159). Three times 
in Lc., once in A. (26 18). The three Lc. occurrences (20 20 

22 113 23 7) are all L. 
28. bra(poJ (127, 128, 168). Six times in Lc. (all L), 

five times in A. Of the A. occurrences, however, three 
(2 14 14 11 22 2".!) are in the phrase bra(po> Tt,v .pa,'71v, also in 
the Gospel 11 ':!7. On the other hand, the phrase bratp(J) 
TO~ lxf>Oa"'A.p.ot/t; is three times (6 20 16 23 18 13) in Lc., not 
at all in A. The other Lucan occurrences are Lc. 21 28 

24 oo, A. 1 9 27 40. And note E'TT'a(p(J) El~, 6 20 18 13. 

Consequently, only e7t'a{pO> TO~ lxpOa"'A.p.ow can be classed 
as au L phrase. 

29. f'TT'taiCmop.aL, brtaiCO'TT'~ (117, 14 7). Verb three times 
in Lc., four times in A. In Lc., however, it has uniformly 
the sense of "favor" (1 68. 78 7 16), a sense that in A. it has 
only 15 14, in St. Peter's speech. In A. 7 23 15 36 it has the 
sense "inspect"; in A. 6 3 that of "seek out." The three 
occurrences in Lc. arc all L. The noun occurs Lc. 19 44 in 
the sense of "favorable visitation," in A. 1 20 (a Septuagint 
q notation) it means "office." 

30. Eixppa('llfl) (not noted Ly Weiss). Six times in Lc., 
twice in A. Of the occurrences in A., however·, 2 26 is in a. 
Septuagint quotation, 7 41 is in St. Stephen's speech. The 
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Lc. occurrences (12 19 15 23. 24. 29. 32 16 19) are all L except 
12 19 (Q ?). Only the clustering of the four cases in cp. 15 
has made it seem unwise to place this word in class (.A). 

31. lx.Opo~ in the plural (147). Seven times in Lc., once 
in A. The occurrence in A. (2 36), however, is in a Septua
gint quotation. Of the cases in Lc., one (20 43) is from Me. 
(12 36) and is a Septuagint quotation. Once (6 27, Mt. 5 44) 
the word belongs to Q, and 6 M is a repetition of 6 27. The 
other four cases (ln. 74 19 27. 43) are all L. Particularly to 
be noted is the word in the sense "Gentiles" (1 71. 74 19 43), 

not elsewhere in the Gospels. 
32. ;,dpa. Toii ua.f3/3dTov (134). Three times in Lc., not 

at all in A. The three cases (13 14. 16 14 u) are all L. Con
trast ;p.epa. TilJv ua.f3/3aT(J)'II in A. 13 14 16 13 (also in Lc. 4 16, 

-L). 
33. Oa.vp.ci~(J) br( (not in Weiss). Four times in Lc., once 

(3 12, in St. Peter's speech) in A. Of the four occurrences, 
one (20 26) is from Nlc. (12 17,-eJCOavp.a~(J) e.,.(). The 
other three (2 33 4 22 9 43) are all in L. 

34. 'IEpovua.'A.~p. (142). Twenty-six times in Lc., thirty
nine times in A. Of these cases in A, twenty-three are in 
the first twelve chapters. Of the occurrences in Lc., one 
(13 34, Mt. 23 37) is certainly Q. Two (4 9 13 33) are in Q 
passages, and of these 13 33 (at least) is almost certainly due 
to Q. In 6 17 the word is changed from Me. 's 'IepoutD..vp.a. 
(Me. 3 s), and in 5 17 it is added to Me. 2 2. 18 31 would 
seem to be a change from Me. 10 33, but Weiss (p. 142) prints 
the word here as from L. 24 62 is from Lc., but is, of course, 
due to the four occurrences of the form earlier in the chapter. 
9 31 is uncertain,- Q? Lc. ? L? The remaining eighteen 
cases (2 26. 38. 41. 43. 46 9 61. 63 10 ao 13 4 17 11 19 11 21 20. 24 

23 28 24 13. 18. 33. 4i) are all in L, with 18 31 as another pos
sible case. The use of 'lepouo"A.vp.a may be contrasted. In 
Lc. it occurs four times. 13 22 seems to be a transition 
verse from Lc.'s own hand. 19 28 is apparently a reminis
cence of Me. 10 32. 2 22 and 23 7 are in L. In A. the form 
occurs twenty-five times, but only five of these are in the 
first twelve chapters. Le. where Lc. is most certainly writ-
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ing without documents, the Greek form is more frequently 
used, as would be expected. 

It is also perhaps worth noting that of the sixteen occur
l'tmces in the Hebrew form in A., outside of the first twelve 
chapters, all except 15 2. ' 20 16 21 12. 31 25 a, are in the 
speeches. And in these six residuary cases, 21 12 is due to 
21 11 and the text of 15 ' and 20 16 is uncertain. 

85. tca:ra4,"'AiaJ (125). Three times in Lc., once in A. 
The three cases in Lc. (7 38. 46 15 ~) are all L. The case 
in A. (20 37) is a virtual copy of that in Lc. 15 !1). 

36. tc"A.alo> br{ (161). Three times in Lc., not at all in A. 
The occurrences in Lc. (19 41 23 28 (twice)) are all L. The 
whole use of tc'Mio> (not noted by Weiss) may be compared. 
Omitting the uses just cited, there are eight occurrences in 
Lc. and two (9 39 21 13,-omitting 8 24) in A. Three of 
the cases in Lc. (8 & (twice) 22 62) are from Me. (5 38. 39 

14 72). Once (7 32) the word is either Lc. or Q,- cf. Mt. 
1117. The other four cases (a total of seven), namely 6 21. 211 

7 13. 38, are all L. 
87. 'JI"ci~ ci Muk-, viewed as eager supporters of Christ (149). 

Four times in Lc., no comparison with A. possible. Of 
these cases, three (18 43 19 .s 21 38) are L. The remaining 
case (7 29) is of dubious origin,- Weiss (p. 19, footnote) 
regards it as a Lucan insertion in Q. 

38. ll.'l"~"oJI4', aorist passive with active sense (127, 
162, 164). Six times in Lc., once (A. l116) in A. The 
six cases (1 M. 72 16 211 28 42 24 6. s) are all L. Contrast 
the same form in the passive sense in A. 10 31, the use of 
VtrOp.&JJ.vl}aiCOJ.I.I'L in Lc. 22 61 (substituted for aJJap.&JJ.vl}aiCOjJ.Q.& 
in Me. 14 '12), and the use of I""''J"'~ in 17 32 (Q ?) ; A. 20 
31. M. 

89. OJ.I.O/mt; (133). Eleven times in Lc., not at all in A. 
Of the occurrences in Lc., one (17 31) is probably from Lc., 
-an interpolation into Me. 18 16. Possibly the same is 
true of 5 10, -an interpolation into a reminiscence of Me. 
119, but it is in an L context. In three cases (6 81-cf. 
Mt. 7 u-17 28 22 36) the doubt seems to lie between Q and 
Lc.,-noting, however, that there is no certain case of the 
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word in Q, and noting on the other hand that the case 6 31 is 
printed by Weiss (p. 113) in parentheses as being possibly 
from L, despite the parallel in Mt. The remaining six cases 
(3 11 5 33 10 32. !11 13 a 16 23) are all L,- i.e. certainly six 
and possibly eight cases. It is to be noted, besides, that 
Lc. 8 13 avoids the word in Me. 4 16 and possibly Lc. 23 36 

avoids it in Me. 15 81, but in the second case the use of Me. 
is not qnite so certain. And note 'ITOt.lcD op.oflw;, 8 11 6 31 

10 !11. 

40. o~,-Ek Tel ciTcz (119). The phrase is found Lc. 
(1 " 9 "),-cf. b Toi~ O)(rlv, Lc. 4 21. All these passages 
are L. The phrase is found again in A. 1122, however. 
But contrast the use of the singular in Q (Lc. 12 a, Mt. 10 
Z7). The entirely different (literal) use of the phrase Me. 7 
33 has no Lucan context. 

41. 'ITEpt~d,WIIp.at. (138). Three times in Lc., not at all in 
A. The three cases (12 36. !11 17 8) are all L. Contrast the 
simple verb in A. 12 8. 

42. 'ITtp.'IT)..f'/J.U in temporal sense (not in Weiss). Five 
times in Lc., not at all in A. The five cases (1 23. 57 2 6. 21. 

22) are all L. Contrast the use of 'IT)..f1p&a,, Lc. 21 24 (L), 
A. 7 23. oo (St. Stephen's speech) 9 23 24 zr, and fTVp.'IT)..f'/pJo>, 
Lc. 9 151 (L ), A. 2 1. (The reference in Weiss, p. 141, to 
this verb I have put in class D.) 

43. 'ITopp(l), 'ITopp(I)IJEJI (166). The fonner Lc. 14 32 24 28. 

The latter 17 12. All three cases L. Neither word occurs 
in A. 

44. 'ITpo 'ITpotr~ou czinov (119). Three times (or twice) 
in Lc., once (A. 13 24, in St. Paul's speech) in A. The 
cases in Lc. are 176 (with dubious text) 9152 10 1,-a.ll L. 
There should be added the case Lc. 7 Z7 (Mt. llto),-a 
Septuagint quotation in Q. 

45. 'ITpatr8/xoJ141. (138). Five times in Lc., twice (A. 23 
21 24 115,- in St. Paul's speech) in A. Of the cases in Lc., 
one (23 151) is from Me. (15 43). The other four (2 23. 38 

12 36 15 2) are all L. The first three are present participles. 
It may be noted, however, that in the case 15 2 Weiss (p. 124) 
substitutes the simple verb for the compound on account of 
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the difference in meaning,-" receive" instead of "expect." 
46. triCLpTcio> (113). Three times (1 41 1 44 6 23,- all L) 

in Lc., not at all in A. -
47. ti"TT .. 'A.Ill'fXII~op.aL (125). Three times in Lc., not at all 

in A. The three cases (7 1.3 10 33 15 20) are all L. Note, 
moreover, that in Lc. 5 13 the word is omitted from Me. 1 41. 

The other occurrences in Me. (6 M 8 2 9 22) have no proper 
Lucan reproduction of context. 

48. tTT'IIP~M (127, 152). Three times in Lc., once in A. 
The three cases (9 61 16 26 22 32) are all L.- The case in A 
is 18 23. 

49. tnl"f'YEIIEW and cognates (not in Weiss). tnl"f'YEIIEV'; in 
Lc. 2 44 only. tTIJ"f"fEIIk, Lc. 1 36 only. tTIJ"f"fEv/y; four (or 
three) times in Lc., once (10 24) in A. Of these four cases, 
one (2116) is possibly due to Lc.,- an insertion into Me. 
13 12,- but the context is L. The other three (or two) cases 
(1118 2 44 (text dubious) 14 12) are all L. tnl"f"fEJJEt.a in Lc. 
1 61, A. 7 a. (Septuagint) 14,- both in St. Stephen's speech. 

NOTE. - In Lc. 2 44 the readings vary between tnl"f'YEJIEVtnll 
and tTIJ"f"fEIIEtTLII. Consequently in. appraising the above da~ 
both of these must not be counted. 

50. avp.'TT'opwop.aL (136, 165). Three times in Lc., not at 
all in A. The three occurrences (7 11 14 za 24 M) are all L. 

51. Tt8Etr8at ell Tai:~ ICapouus, etc. (133). Three times in 
Lc., namely: eOeiiTO Ell -rjj ICapOtq., 1 66; OetrOE El~ -ra 31-ra, 9 44; 
OhE Ell Tai:~ ICapOtat~, 21 H. In A. only eOov Ell -rjj 1Cap0tq., 5 '· 

52. -rw~ after e'TT'{ (152). Three times in Lc., not at all 
in A. The three cases (19 11 22 40 23 33) are all L. Cf. also 
"a-ra -rcw TO'TT'OII in 10 32 ( L ), not in A. 

53. 0>tTTE with infinitive of purpose (119, 148). Three 
times in Lc., not at all in A. The three cases (4 29 9 ll2 

20 20) are all L. 

0. WORDS AND PHRASES CITED BY WEISS AS CHAR

ACTERISTIC OF L, AND POSSIBLY CORROBORATIVE 

1. a11a&txwp.t, a11a&tE'~ (120). Verb 10 1 (L), A. 124, 
noun 1 so. 

2. av8'6w, meaning" because" (157). Lc. 1 20 19 44 (both 
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L ), A. 12 23. In Lc. 12 3 the phrase is used differently (?), -
due to Lc. in Q (cf. Mt.10 zr)? 

3. a7rO~Vm (123, 157). Thirteen times in Lc. ; fifteen 
in A. (all parts). Of the cases in Lc., two (16 18 twice, 
Mt. 5 32 twice) are from Q. Three cases (9 12, Me. 6 36 

23 18. 2a, Me. 15 n. til) are from Me. Once (8 as) Lc. intro
duces the word in Me. 5 19. Twice (23 20. 22) the word may 
be due to the case 23 18 (from Me.). The remaining five 
cases (2 29 6 ~ 13 12 14 4 23 16) are in L, but there are too 
many cases in A. for any real conclusion to be drawn, and 
23 16 and 23 22 are duplicates. 

4. a7rOtrrOM£ (110, 137, 150). Six times in Lc. no com
parison with A. possible. Of these six: cases one (9 to) is 
from Me. (6 30). One case (6 13) is either from Me. or is an 
insertion into Me. (3 t4) by Lc.,- depending on the proper 
reading in Me. 3 14. (There seems to be some L context, 
however, cf. Weiss, pp. 110-11.) Once (1149, Mt. 23 34) 
we have almost certainly a Lucan insertion into Q. The 
other three cases (17 11 22 14 24 10) are in L. As nothing 
would have been easier than reading back this title of the 
Twelve, these data evidently must be taken cautiously. 

5. apo-rpov, apo-rpLJ,o, (137). Noun 9 62, verb 17 7. Both 
L, neither word in A. 

6. aPX,OJIT~ (162, 165). The phenomena for the plural 
are curious for it occurs four times in Lc. and seven in A. 
The A. cases are 3 17 4 11. 8. 26 (Septuagint) 13 zr 14 11 16 19. 
The cases in Lc. are 14 1 23 13. 35 24 20, all of which are in L. 
The plural is not found in Mt. or Me. (Mt. 20 211 is dif
ferent). There are too many cases in A., however, to class 
the word as certain for L. 

The singular is found Lc. 8 41 (Lc. in Me. 5 22 or else 
from Q), llt5 (Mt. 12 24, Me. 3 22, from Q or Me.) 12 58 

(probably Lc. in Q, -cf. Mt. 5 215) 18 18 (Lc. in Me. 10 17). 
Also A. 7 ZT. 35 (twice) (all three in St. Stephen's speech) 
23 11 (Septuagint). 

7. apWp.a-ra (164). 23 56 24 t,- both L. Not in A. 
8. 4>apLua'ioL ~al "fpap.p.a-re'ir; (110). In this order 5 30152, 

-both L. Also Mt. 15 1, Me. 7 1. 5 9 11 (dubious text). In 
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reverse order Lc. 5 21 (Lc. in Me. 2 6) 6 1 (Lc. in Me. 3 2) 
11153 (L), not at all in Me., nine times in Mt. In A. the 
combination does not occur in either order. 

9. 8W7rdVfJ, 8a'1Ta11dto (136). Noun 14 211, verb 15 14,

both L. Verb also A. 21 2f. 

10. a,aTckTtTCt), passive participle (187). Three times in 
Lc. (3 13 17 9. 10,-all L), once (23 31) in A. The immediate 
conjunction of the two cases in cp. 17 tells against much 
significance here. 

11. &'Urrr,,u (168). Twice (22 1!9 24 61,- both L) in Lc., 
once (27 28) in A. 

12. 8v11a-rth, masculine (165). Three times in Lc. (1 49 

14 31 24 19, -all L), three times (7 22 18 ~ 25 5, plural) 
in A. Particularly alike are Lc. 24 19 and A. 7 22, but the 
latter is in St. Stephen's speech. 

18. byEtpo, in the sense "make effective" (117). Twice 
(1 69 7 16,-both L) in Lc., once (13 22) in A. 

14. El/H1VfJ of literal (military) peace (136, 147). Twice 
(12 51 14 32,-both L) in Lc., not at all in A. The phrase 
-ra 'ITpl:;; Elp~VfJ" is found Lc. 14 32 19 42 (both L), bnt the 
text of 14 32 is very uncertain. The phrase is not found 
in A. 

15. e"8flc'ltr~, "punishment" (141 ). In Lc. 21 22 only 
(L), not in A. Contrast the sense "vengeance" in 18 7. s 
(Q ?), A. 7 24 (St. Stephen's speech). 

16. t"IJ.VIe'rfiP"Ct) (162). Lc. 16 14 23 311 (both L) only 
in NT. 

17. tp.'IT(p.'IT"A.fiiU (113). Twice in Lc. (1 153 6 25,- both 
L), once (14 17) in A. 

18. lilT,~ (123). Twice (7 2 14 s) in Lc. (both L), not 
in A. 

19. eEovOolaJ (159). Twice (18 9 28 u,- both L) in 
Lc., once ( 4 11) in A. 

20. braJiip'X,O/IIU (121, 145). Twice (10 311 19 15, both L) 
in Lc., not elsewhere in NT. 

21. hrurrp'4* (137, 152). Seven times in Lc., eleven 
times in A. (all parts). Of these occurrences in Lc., one 
(17 31) is from Me. (13 16). One (8 M) is a Lucan addition 
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to Me. (5 a). The other five cases (116. 11 2 39 17 4 22 32) 

are in L. Lc. (8 46) avoids the word in Me. 5 oo (the occur
rences in Me. 4 1! (Septuagint) and 8 33 have no proper 
Lucan context). 

22. brTd.c~ ~ ~p.ipat; (137). Only in Lc.17 4,-quoted (?) 
from Ps. 119 164. (This seems to have little significance.) 

28. lP'X,errllru 'Trpck p.e, metaphorical, of Christ (115). 
Lc. 6 47 14 !?B. Both L. No comparison with A. possible. 

24. lpontia~, "make request" (118, 127, 185, 136). Nine 
(or ten) times in Lc., six times (8 3 10 48 16 39 18 20 

23 18. 20) in A. Of the cases in Lc. (8 :n) is a Lucan inser
tion in Me. 5 17. The other eight (or nine) (53 7 3. 4 (text 
dubious) 36 11 37 14 18. 19. 32 16 21) are all L. The value of 
this number is destroyed as evidence, however, by the fact 
that this use of the word is almost the uniform custom in A.
six out of seven cases,- A. 1 6 is the only example of the 
other use. Of special uses, though, lpomJ.o> rJI(I is found in 
Lc. 7 36 16 21 (not at all in A.- both Lc. cases are L), and 
eporrtio> ;;.,.~ in Lc. 7 s 11 37 (both L) and A. 23 20. 

25. ,do>, "become alive" (125). Lc. 15 32, cf. aN'tio> in 
same sense 15 24. (This seems rather pointless.) 

26. I}'A.ucla, "stature" (144). Lc. 2 112 19 a (both L), not 
in A. Contrast Lc. 12 211 (Mt. 6 21- in Q), "length of 
life." 

27. Oep.e"'A.t.ov T((}TJIU (136). Lc. 6 48 14 29 (both L). Not 
in A. (In A. is there any occasion for the phrase?) 

28. ~a~Xk, "much," "great," etc. (116). Six (or seven) 
times in Lc. seventeen times in A. (all parts). Of the cases 
in Lc., two (8 21. 32) are Lucan insertions in Me. (52. 11,

the second a deliberate change). The other four (or five) 
(7 11, text dubious, 12 20 9 23 8. 9) are in L. Contrast the 
use of the word as "sufficient" in Lc. 3 16 (from Me. 17 or 
from Q) 7 6 (Mt. 8 s, in Q) 22 38 (Q ?). Also in A. 17 9 

(''security"). The use of A. is almost uniformly (always, 
except 17 9) what Weiss has given as the L use. 

29. 'Iou8a&4 as the province, not Palestine (117). Weiss' 
data here depend on very subtle exegesis,- too subtle to be 
very convincing. 
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30. rtTTfJ,..,. in the aorist passive (165). The participle is 
found three times in Lc. and six times (2 u 5 3) l113 17 22 

25 18 27 21) in A. Of the cases in Lc., one (18 to) is a 
Lucan change in Me. 10 49. The other two cases (18 u 19 8) 
are in L. These data obviously tell rather against an L use 
than for it. Other moods of the aorist passive are found in 
21 36 (infinitive) 24 11 (indicative). Both cases are L. No 
other cases in A. 

31. l.cr'Xfo» (136, 149). Eight times in Lc., six times 
in A. The cases in Lc. all are negatived and are followed 
by the infinitive. A. 6 10 15 10 25 1 are negatived and have 
the infinitive; A. 27 16 has the infinitive, A. 19 16. mare used 
absolutely. Of the cases in Lc., one (8 ta) is a Lucan 
change made in Me. 5 26. Two cases (13 2t, infinitive im
plied, 16 3) are classed by Weiss (pp. 57, 53) as from Q. 
The remaining five cases (6 f8 14 6. 29. 30 20 26) are in L. 

32. ~aM>v~~. of persons (150). Five times (6 ~ 8 2 10 39 

19 2 22 a,-all L) in Lc., five times (1 23 7 ll8 13 1 15 22. 

37) in A. To these may be added the same phrase of place• 
in Lc. 7 u (L) 9 10 (Lc. ?,-cf. Me. 6 32) 28 sa (L), A. 3 11 

27 8. 16, and of a wind in A. 27 u. There may have been a 
correspondence between the usage of Lc. and L in this form, 
but certainly nothing can be proved; and cf. also No. 45, 
below. 

33. ~o,xta, "womb" (197). Seven times in Lc. (115. i1. u." 
2 21 11 21 23 29,-all L) in Lc., twice in A. (3 2 14 8). But 
the large number of cases in Lis due to the character of the 
narrative. On p. 197 of Weiss for "8" read "7,"-Lc. 15 16 

(even if the text is right) is a different (classical) use. 
It may be noted that the phrase ~~ ~&oL"A.Ia<; P.fiT~ aVr-oii 
occurs Lc. 1 15, A. 8 2 14 s. 

84. ICA'Ir~, "bosom" (127). Three times in Lc. (6 38 

16 22. 23,-a.ll L), not at all in A. (in 27 39 the word means 
"cove"). If the two cases 16 22. 23 had not been conjoined, 
this word would have belonged to class B. 

85. ~plp.a (165). Three times in Lc., once (24 25) in A. 
Of the three cases, one (20 47) is from Me. (12 to). The 
other two (28 to 24m) are both L. 
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36. ~epmOJ (147). Three times in Lc. (omitting 1152), 
not at all in A. The two cases 18 34 and 19 i2 are L. In 
the Q passage 13 21, Mt. 13 33, Lc. has the simple verb while 
Mt. has by~eplnrTO'J, in the Q passage 10 22, Mt. 1126, Mt. has 
the simple verb while Lc. has a'IT'OICp-lnrrO'J. 

37. "My&JAE~, "called" (153). Twice in Lc. (22 1. 4T,

both L), once (6 9) in A. 
38. 'A.errptk (139). Three times in Lc., not at all in A. 

(no occasion). Of the three cases, one (7 22 l\ft. 1111) is 
from Q. The other two (4 71 17 12) are L. In 5 12 Lc. 
explains the word where he meets it in Me. 1 40. 

39. "M~ bybrro (125). Twice ( 4 211 15 14,-both L) in 
Lc., not at all in A. Contrast with luTcu in Lc. 2111 (L), 
A. 11 28 and with YiAOev in A. 7 11 (St. Stephen's speech). 

40. oi ,uuoflvr~ (113). Twice (1 11 6 71,-both L) in Lc., 
not at all in A. 

41. fiJAE'Uoll (144). Four times in Lc., three times (12 6 

16 71 27 33) in A. Of the cases in Lc., one (9 81) is of 
dubious origin, -Weiss (pp. 6f;-66) makes it a Lucan addi
tion to Q and reads lp.eAAEJI. The other three cases (7 2 

10 1 19 4) are L. lp.EAA.ov only in A. 2171,-possibly in 
A. 27 33. 

42. Na~apd (106). Lc. 4 16 only,- Na~apb ( = p/8) in 
1 26 2 4. 39. 111 (all L). Le., Lc. omitted to change the one 
fonn? 

43. lnrrauf4 (166). Lc. 1 22 24 23 (both L ), A. 26 19. 

44. 8p8p~, etc. (166). ~pOp~, Lc. 24 t, A. 5 21. opOpl~OJ, 
Lc. 21 38. opOpnxk, Lc. 24 22. All three cases in Lc. 
are L. 

45. TO op~ TOW &d;,., (146, 149). Lc.19 :rr 22 39. (So in 
Mc.l11, Mt. 211; Me. 13 3, Mt. 24 3; Me. 14 26, Mt. 26 oo.) 
Contrast the use of TO ~por; /CaMvp.Evov &,;;,., ( = c:,.,) in 
Lc. 19 29 21 :rr, A. 112 (form?). But all four of these cases 
in Lc. are in L. 

NoTE. Probably these examples of the use of ICaAOVJAEvo<; 
should be added to those of No. 32, above. 

46. '"'., 7rapa/3oA.7Jv Ta~v (127, 134). Five times with pro
spective use of Ta~v in Lc., no comparison with A. possible. 
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Of these five cases, one (20 9) is an insertion in Me. (12 t). 
The other four (4 23 18 6 15 3 18 9) are all L. With retro
spective use, twice, both from Lc. (12 u, a Lucan transition 
question, 20 19, an addition to Me. 12 19). Of these cases, 
three (15 3 18 9 20 19) have El7Tw. The same phrase is found 
in the nominative in 8 9 (added to Me. 4 10) and 8 11 (from 
Me. 4 13. ). In both of these last cases the use is retrospec
tive. The prospective use, to introduce a parable, may be 
characteristic of L, but it seems almost too accidental. 

47. 7Tapa"f{POJ141. (135). Eight times in Lc., twenty (all 
parts) in A. Of the eight cases (8 19), one seems to be a 
Lucan change in Me. (8 31). One (116) is probably from Q. 
The other six cases (7 4. ~ 12 ISl 14 21 19 16 22 52) are L. 
But the great number in A. outweighs this evidence. 

48. 7TapaTTJploJ, active (148). Lc. 20 ~ only (L), but 
with doubtful text. Contrast the middle in 6 1 (change to 
middle of active in Me. 3 2) 14 1 (L), A. 9 24. 

49. 7TapePXoJ141., "come" (138). Lc. 12 :n 17 1 only 
both L,-and aorist participle in both cases. In A. only in 
the spurious verse 24 1. 

50. 7Tep.7T(J) (127). Ten times in Lc., eleven (all after 
cp. 9) in A. Of the cases in Lc., three (20 11. 12. 13) are 
Lucan insertions in Me. (12 4. IS. 6) probably, but they may 
be due to Q ( cf. Weiss, p. 59, for the third of these). Once 
(7 19, Mt. 11 2) the word is from Q or (possibly) L. The 
other cases (4 26 7 6. 10 15 liS 16 24. 21) are in L. Avoided 
8 :Jll in Me. 5 12. 

51. 7TAfJ'Y~ (138). Lc. 10 oo 12 48,-both L. Also A. 16 23 

(apparently copied from Lc. 10 oo.) 33. (due to v. 23). 
52. 7T">..~O~ (197). Eight times in Lc, sixteen (or seven

teen, if A. 21 22 is read) in A. Of the cases in Lc., one (6 11) 

itt from Me. (8 1). Once (8 :n) the word is inserted into 
Me. 5 11. The other six cases (1to 2 13 56 19 :rr 28 1. 21) 
are in L. In Weiss, p. 197, for" 8" read" 6." 

58. 7TOkl ( == E{T(J)) op.o/o,~ (122). Lc. 3 11 10 :rr,- both L. 
Also 6 31, Lor Q (cf. Mt. 7 12). Not in A. 

54. 7TOMTa£ (145). Lc. 15 tiS 19 t4,- both L. Also 
A. 21 39 in singular. 
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55. 7rp/tr{ktau a:rrotrri"A.~ (145). ~~- 14 32 19 ~~
both L. No occasion in A. 

56~ 7rPf4/3vrep&oJJ, TO~ "A.aaii (157). Lc. 22 oo (L ), -ex
plained ~nd (according to Weiss) misunderstood by Lc. 
The word 7rptSCT{3vrip&ou again in A. 22 11. 

57. 7tfJDIPX.oJ141. (lo3). L.c.1tT (text dubious) 2247,
both L. Probably again in A. 20 13, with less likelihood in 
A. 20 11, and with still less likelihood in A. 12 13,- textual 
questions in, all three of these cases in A. Avoided 22 41 in 
Me. 14 311 (but text of Me. dubious, and Weiss, p. 152, main
tains that Lc. follows L here). The example in Me. 6 33 has 
no p.roper L~can context. 

58. 7rpoulx,ere ( .iavToi~) witl10~t a'lro (137, H2). Lc. 17 3 

21 34,-both L. Also A. 5 811 (with brt) 20 28 (with infini
tive). 

59. au.nrdt» (147). Lc. 120 19 40,-both L. Also 
A. 18 9. Omitted 6 9 8 24 9 46 from Me. 3 4 4 39 9 34. 

Changed 18 39 in Me. 10 48. (Me. 14 61 has no Lucan con
text.) Contrast the use of a&rydt» in 9 36 ( cf. Me. 9 9) 

l-8 39 (changed in Me. 10 48, as above) 20 26 (added to 
Me. 12 tT), A. 12 tT 15 12. 13. 

60. cnr(l)aF'~ (144} The aorist active participle only in 
Le. 2 16 19 11. 6,-all L. The verb otherwise only in A. 20 16 

2218. 

61. trrpawp.aTa, "soldiers " (159). Lc. 23 11 (L) only. 
In A. 23 10. 21 the w~rd (in the singular) means "troop." 
Contrast the use of trrpaT&Wra£ in Lc. 7 8 (Mt. 8 9,-Q) 23 36 

(L), A. 12 4 (?) 18 21 ~ (twice) 811 23 23. (?) 31 27 31. 32. 42. 

62. trTp4'T'TJ'YO~ as Temple officials (150). Lc. 22 4. 112,

botq I.· Also A. 4 1 5 24. 26, but in all three cases in ~he 
singular. The word in A. 16 (five times) mean11 "praetors." 

63. av"rxfJaJ!'Tif» (144). Lc. 3 14 19 s,- both L. Not in A. 
64. tTVII,f1Tea, (165). Lc. 22 23 24 111,- both L. Also 

A. 6 g 9 w. Omitted 9 3T from Me. 9 14, changed 4 36 from 
Me. 1 2T. Me. 8 11 9 10. 16 12 28 have no proper Lucan 
context. 

65. -~ ltrr{JI, "there U. roqm" (1~5). Lo. 2 T 14 22,

both L. Not in A. 
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66. MT«» To ~(J~ (163). Lc. 18 13 23 48,-both L. 
Not in A. 

67. inro&fxoJ.WU (120, 144). Lc. 10 38 19 6,-both L, A.17T. 
In the cases in L the form both times is inrESifo.To o.Vr-Jv. 

68. inro'A.ap./3dlK11 (121). Meaning "imagine" in Lc. 7 43 

(L), A. 2 1.5, "reply" Lc. 10 3> (L), "receive" A. 19. 
69. tfJdTJif1 (134). Lc. 2 7. 12. 16 13 16. Not elsewhere 

(is there any occasion for its use?). 
70. t/J0/3~ (197). The phrase t/J0/3~ bmr('lrTE, brt Lc. 112, 

A. 19 11. t/J0/3~ e'Ylwro brt Lc. 1 66, A. 5 6. u. t/J0/3~ ryeiiET& 
TW' in A. 2 43. .p&/3~ e'A.afJEJI 'IT'GJITa~ Lc. 7 16. Otherwise 
the word is found in Lc. 5 28 8 :rr (Lucan additions to 
Me. 2 12 5 11) 2 9 21 28, A. 9 31. These examples do not 
seem to prove anything. 

71. t/J&p~ (197). Lc. 20 22 23 2,- both L. Not in A. 
72. t/Jc»~ll atpc» (139). Lc. 1713 (L); A. 4 2i. 4>o>l/'t]v 

bra(fJOJ Lc. 11 21 (L), A. 2 14 14 11 22 22. 

73. xdp,~ (114). The distinctions in meaning that Weiss 
draws depend on very subtle exegesis. 

74. El~ xwpo.~~ p.o.~tpdv (144). Lc. 1513 1912,-both L. 
Not in A. 

75. ~ IJJpa with genitive (154). Lc. 110 14 11,-both L. 
Also A. 81. 

The following were omitted from their order by an 
oversight:-

76. lpxoJ.WU brt (164). Lc. 19 6 23 33 24 1,-all L. 
A. 8 36 12 10. 12. Verb in aorist in all six cases. 

77. lnrlu«» with genitive (141) Lc. 9 23 (from Me. 8 34) 

14 21 19 14 21 s (these three all L ), A. 5 :rr 20 3>. 

78. TE"-ffc», passive, aorist and future (143, 198). Lc. 12 110 

18 31 (both L) 22 :rr (Q ?). Not in A. 
The following are not very clear:-
79. ·Compare 'IT'auO,v &v El&v ~vvdp.ec»v in Lc. 19 :rr ·with 

Lc. 9 43 ( £Ew"-~uuoVTo & 'IT'aVT~ e1rl Tj P-E'Ya"-EuJ-r.qT' Tov 
8Eov). (Weiss, p. 146.) 

80. The "plastic, phrase t7 xdp .•. brl T. TPO.'IT'. (151). 
Unless the word in question here is xetp (for which I can 
detect no significant use), I am unable to understand Weiss' 
point. 
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D. \VORDS AND PHRASES CLASSED BY WEISS AS CHAR

ACTERISTIC OF L ON INSUFFICIENT (?) EVIDENCE 

1. "fOJIV (152). Lc. 58 22 41,- both L, A. 7 oo 9 40 20 36 

21 IS. The occurrence of the noun is of no importance and all 
cases in A., with Lc. 22 41, have it in the form lM~ Ta "fOJIGTG. 

2. lJI-</>ofJrx "fOOJ.f£JI€X (167). Lc. 24 11. :JT, A. 10 4 24 21S. 

3. br''Y'vOxr"OJ (~n) (159). With ~,, Lc. 1 22 7 :JT 23 1 

(all L), A. 3 10 4 13 (these two have object of person also) 
19 at 22 29 24 11 28 1. Not elsewhere in the Gospels except 
Me. 2 8, and so highly probably due to Lc., not L. Other
wise the verb is found Lc. 5 22 (from Me. 2 8,-Lc. drops 
Mc.'s ~') and in 1 4 (Lc. 's preface), 24 16. 31 (both L ). And 
seven times in A. (9 30 12 14 22 24 23 28 24 8 25 10 27 39) 

besides the six cases above. 
4. br£Trl7rT(JJ brt (125). Lc. 112 15 20,- both L. A. 8 16 

10 44 1111S 1917 20 :JT, WithoutETrtonly20 1o(withdative). 
5. eu8~ (159). Lc. 23 11 24 4, A. 10 30 12 21. eu81y; 

Aa.p.7rpd, Lc. 23 11, A. 10 30. Cf. eu8'1u'~' A. 110. 
6. ec/>Urr,J.U (142, 164). Seven times in Lc., eleven in 

A. Of the seven cases, two (4 39 20 1) are additions of 
Lc. to Me. (1 31 11 21). The other five cases (2 9. 38 10 40 

21 M 24 4) are in L. 
7. 7r4pa TOV; 7ro&r.~ (139). Lc. 7 38 17 16 (in L), 8 31S. u 

(Lucan alterations in Me. 5 w. 22), A. 4 31S. :JT (dubious text) 
52 7 IS8 22 3. 

8. Trtp.Tr'A.'IP-£, in general use (141). For this word in 
temporal sense cf. (B 42). Otherwise the word occurs 
eight times in Lc. and nine times in A. Of these cases, the 
following are of the form .,x,u8ijJiat Trii£V~J-GT€X cl1tov,
Lc. l11S. 41. frl, A. 2 4 4 8. 31 9 17 13 9. Of the remaining 
five cases in Lc., two (5 26 6 11) are Lucan alterations of Me. 
(2 12 3 6). There remain only three further cases to repre
sent L (4 28 57 2122) with a corresponding four in A. (3 10 
5 17 13 4IS 19 29). 

9. TrX'IpOOJ in temporal sense (119). The data collected in 
(B 42) would prove this use characteristic of Lc. rather than L. 

10. uvJI/JaXA.OJ (136). Lc. 2 19 14 31, A. 4 1s 17 1s 18 21 20 14. 
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DISTRIBUTION OF THE CHARACTERISTIC WORDS 

The distribution of the characteristic words and phrases 
within the various sections of L can be seen from the fol-
lowing tables. The first colnmn contains the number of the 
most characteristic words and phrases in the verses as noted, 
i.e. those of Class A, and those of Notesl and 2 of No. 14, 
and those of No. 38 in Class B. The second column con-
tains the numbers for the remaining words and phrases of 
Class B with the exception of Nos.lO, 34, 40, and 51. These 
last four are less clear than the others in the class, and they 
are not cotmted. The third column contains the percentage 
of the total frequency per verse of the words counted in the 
first two columns. 

(a) Words found in L passages where admixture. from 
Me. or Q is not suspected : 

1H6 8 6 .67 181-t 5 8 .89 
1- 8 6 .40 18 lG-11 1 4 .68 
ltHe 4 0 .86 141-t 6 2 1.17 
1 6T-te 3 4 .70 14 T-1' 2 4 .75 
lOT~ 6 6 . 71 u ... 2 2 .67 
2 l·T 2 6 1.00 161-a 2 2 1.38 
21-Sl 1 7 .62 1611-a 6 7 .69 
iu-t~ 6 6 .67 16tHI 0 0 .00 
2- 2 3 .86 161Ht 4 6 .69 
81o-u 1 1 .40 17H 0 0 .00 
s. 3 0 8.00 17 6-10 5 2 1.17 
8- (Genealogy) 17 11-lt 8 4 1.88 
411-Sl 1 8 .27 18~1· 2 1 .60 
61-11 7 1 .78 191-10 4 8 .70 
7 11·1T 6 5 us 19 11-u 8 1 .80 
7- 6 8 .68 19 rr 0 8 8.00 
8t-a 2 1 1.00 19 IT-4t 4 6 1.12 
Da1 .. 6 4 1.67 21 .... 0 1 .88 
911-a 0 0 .00 2111 ... 0 1 .60 

10 I 1 1 2.00 ~11-at 0 2 .60 
10 lit-aT 1 3 ·" 28 t-11 1 2 .83 
10 118-41 I 2 .80 28&T-e 2 2 .67 
lt&T ... i 1 1.60 28- 2 1 .60 
116114 1 0 .60 241HI 16 6 .91 
12 1a 1 0 2.00 24IHI 0 0 .00 
12- 0 6 1.26 24M-II 6 1 .76 

·Total for these 408l verses, omitting the Genealogy : 150 
139 .70. 
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NOTE. In almost all of the above cases, a rem~ce 
or a short quotation from Me. is probable. If this were 
deleted in each case, the averages would be raiaed slightly. 

In the above list the proportion is almost invariably higher 
than one characteristic word or phrase in every two verses. 
Where the proportion is less than this (omitting very short 
extracts) we have the following passages : 1 26·411 (The An
uunciation and Visitation), 1 46-1!6 (The Magnificat), 2 39·62 

(The Child in the Temple), 3 to-14 (The Baptist's Charge), 
4 16·3> (Synagogue in Capernaum), 10 29-37 (Good Samaritan), 
21 M-36 (Warnings of End), 23 4-12 (Christ and Herod), 24 
36-48 (Appearance in Jerusalem). 

The significance of these last figures, if they have any 
significance, must be left an open question here. 

(b) Words found in L passages where there is evidence of 
admixture from other sources : 

6- 7 6 .68 21- 3 2 1.26 
7 1-10 1 1 .20 221-4 1 0 .17 
.718-C& 1 0 .12 112·1 ... 11& 2 0 .86 
9- 0 1 .33 2211-a 1 0 .88 

1117-11 2 4 .38 22- 2 1 .76 
12- 1 1 1.00 22- 1 1 .22 
12tHa 2 1 .eo 226H6 3 1 .88 
141HA 1 0 .11 22 M-'11 1 0 .17 
14 2HT 1 1 .67 231-t 1 0 .60 
18 81-44 1 0 .26 231H6 0 0 .00 
2020-tll 0 3 .43 23- 0 2 .88 
2011H8 0 0 .00 23&Ht 0 2 .40 
21 U.1ll 0 8 .87 23- 1 0 .14 
21»-M 1 0 .20 24 1•12 7 1 .67 

As was to be expected, the proportions are lower in this 
case than in .the last, as the introduction of extraneous 
matter naturally "dilutes" the L vocabulary. 

(c) L words in non-L passages. 
The occurrence . of L words outside of L is so small as to be 

negligible, except in the passage 9 28·36 (the Transfiguration). 
The proportion here is (53 .89) with 'lepovo-a"-1}~ once. A 
comparison with Mt.-Mc. reveals the rather interesting fact 
that all of. the. eight cases are in matter peculiar to Lc. (or due 
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to the introduction of such matter, v. 33). Moreover, the mat
ter peculiar to Lc. here does not consist of stylistic improve
ments, but in the addition of new details. Consequently, the 
supposition lies close at hand that L contained a Transfigu
ration account which Lc. here has combined with that in 
Me. (or Q,-so Weiss). 

The above tables give very strong evidence for the sub
stantial unity of L as a source. Certain sections perhapt~ 
should be omitted, but, as a whole, Weiss' case seems to be 
made out. 

DISTRIBUTION OF WORDS BELONGING ONLY TO 

ECCLF'iJIASTICAL GREEK IN THE LUCAN WRITINGS 

The following list contains those words marked by Moul
ton and Geden (1st edition) either with a simple dagger or 
a dagger and a double asterisk. Words belonging to a direct 
quotation from the Old Testament or copied by Lc. directly 
from Me. are omitted. On the other hand, for the sake 
of the statistics, words plainly quoted by Lc. from Q are 
included. 

(a) Words found only in L in the Lucan writings: 
1. atyaOtYTroteOJ. Lc. 6 33. 311. 

2. a"-"-o'Y£"~· Lc. 17 ts. 
3. civa~dOJ. Lc. 15 24 (text slightly dubious). 
4. civra7ro&JI4. Lc. 14 12. 

5. civra7r01CptvoJI4&. Lc. 14 6. 

6. civrt7rapepxoJI4&. Lc. 10 a1. 31. 

7. fJUA.vryJI4. Lc. 16 16. 

8. ~£G'YOTYV~OJ. Lc. 15 2 19 1. 

9. avtr{JtUrrai&To<;. Lc. 11 46. (If read in Mt. 23 4, 

this word may be from Q.) 
10. '"~1JTIOJ. Lc. 11 oo. 61. 

11. l~tp.V~tT1Jpt~OJ. Lc. 16 14 23 311. 

12. '"P'~&o,. Lc. 17 6. 

13. Efov8£viOJ. Lc. 18 9 23 11. 

14. brttri&O'Tr~. Lc. 19 44. 

15. brufxMICOJ. Lc. 23M. (Mt. 28 1 not parallel.) 
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16. et/J"'JJ.EPla. Lc. 1 6. s. 
17. M&Eevnk. Lc. 23 113. 

18. ).{npwtm. Lc. 1 68 2 38. 

19. op8p~01. Lc. 21 38. 

20. 7r).f}p.p.vpa. Lc. 6 48. 

21. 7rpoupfrtwJU. Lc. 6 48. 48. 

22. pop.tf>ata.. Lc. 2 M. 

23. ulicepa. Lc. 1 us. 
24. tTV'f"'EPEW· Lc. 2 44. (Probable reading.) 
25. tTVuautUcELJUU. Lc. 7 49 (L ?) 14 10. us. 
26. inrepE"XVwOJUU. Lc. 6 38. 

27. xapLT&O>. Lc. 1 28. 

(h) Words found only in Q in the Lucan writings: 
1. 1repltruwp.a. Lc. 6 45, Mt. 12 M. 

2. uaTOU. Lc. 13 21, Mt. 13 33. 

'(c) Words found only inLand Q: 
1. Ei18oJCla. Lc. 2 14. Lc. 10 21, Mt. 11 26. 

2. Ovutanf}pLou. Lc. 1 u. Lc. 11 61, Mt. 23 311. 

3. ovat. Lc. 6 24. 211. (twice) 26. For use in Q, cf. 
Lc. 11 42-62, Mt. 23 13-29. Also Lc. 10 13, Mt. 
1121; Lc. 17 1, Mt. 18 1. 

(4) Words of doubtful source found in the Gospel only: 
1. ci'Ya'Trt]. Lc. 11 42,- Lc. or Q. 
2. flaT~. 16s,-Q? 
8. 'Ye117Jp.a. 12 1s,-text very dubious,-Q? 
4. 'Yo'Y'Yv~w. 5 30, - L? 
5. EJC'TreLpa~w. 10 211,- Q? 
6. efanpa'TT'TW. 9 29, - Q? L? 
7. /CGUuO>II. 12 M,-Q? 
8. p.aJCpoOvp.IG>. 18 7, - Q? 
9. uJCau8a).ou. 17 1, probably Q,- Mt. 18 1. 

10. XPEOt/JL>..irq~. 7 41 (L) 16 6,-Q? 

{e) Words certainly due to Lc. in the Gospel only: 
1. atf>V'Tru&o,. 8 23, added to Me. 4 36. 

2. 'Tr).7Jpotf>opew. 1t,-in the Preface. 
3. iHrrep7Jp.a. 21 4, for iHrrep7Ju'~ in Me. 12 44. 
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(/) Words in A., cpp. 1-12 only: 

i. In the speeches. 
1. 8'a.Ta-y1j. "7 tSs. 
2. EJKIYT,,Op.tU. 2 14. 

3. BEop.ax~· 5 ·:~~. 
4. I 7 ~. M. ICa.TatTX,EtT'~. 

5. ">..VTp(l)~. 7 36. 

6. o">..oiC"A.1Jpla. 3 16. 

7. 
, 

2 29 7 8. 9. 7r11.TptapX,~, 

8. 'Trpd-yiiOJtr'~. 2 23. 

9. UIC">..1Jp0TpaX,1J">..O~. 7 M. 

ii. In the narrative. 
1. aiCpofJvu-rla. 11 3. 

2. -yo-y-yvu~Uk. 6 1. 

3. ICaTarrouuop.a,. 2 :rr. 
4. 1CpafJfJa.TO~. 5 Ill 9 ~. 
5. lnrrdvop.at. 1 3. 

6. tTVJIO&Vol. 9 7. 

(No significance attaches to 7rEp,Top.1], 7 8 10M 11 2.) 

(g} Words only in A., cpp. 13-28: 
i. In the speeches. 

1. a7rp&u1Co7ro~. 24 16. 

2. fJloxm. 26 4. 

3. -yv~. 26 3. 

4. EICTEVE£11.. 26 7. 

5. /Ca. TalC }..po JIO p./(1), 13 19, 

6. 7rapE1Cnh. 26 29. 

7. 7rapot/C {a,, 13 17. 

8. Tp07rO</Jop«, ( Tpo</J·), 13 18. 

9. <!Jv">..a.IC{'"'· 22 19. 

ii. In the narrative. 

1, ava8Ep4T'""'· 23 12. 14. 21. 

2. avau-ra.TO(l). 17 6 21 38. 

3. aJIETd'"'· 22 24. 29. 

4. El8o>}..Q8VTo~. 15 29 21 2:1 (technical term). 
5. efap·rl'"'· 21 IS, - .. we." 
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6. 'IT'f'"'pa~. 27 16, - " We." 
7. tTV p.fJo{i'A.J.ov. 25 12. 

(A) Words fonnd in all parts of A. but not in the Gospel: 
1. bta:6p,ov. 10 9. 23. 24 14 ~ 20 1 ("We") 21 s 

("We") 22 ao 23 32 25 6. 23. 

2. 'ITEpt.a<rrpa:rrTQ). 9 3 22 6, - identical passages. 
S. 7Tpotn]X~. 2 u 6 IS 18 43 (technical term). 

{t) Words in Land in A., cpp. 1-12: 
1. aryaA.A.uun~. Le. 114. 44, A. 2 46. 

2. 8«7-tk. Lc. 4 24, A. tO sa (speech). 
8. 8upp.'fJJIE6o>. Le. 24 2. 1, A. 9 oo. 
4. IM.uJJv ( .Q',.,). Lo. 19 ~ 21 31, A. 1 u. 
·5. ~va.,.,.,, Lc. 1 s, A. 7 10 (text dubious,- St. 

Stephen's speech) 8 m. 

(J) Other words found in both Lc. and A : 
1. aryo.'A.A.ul(l). Lc. 1 47 (L) 10 21 (Q?), A. 16M. 
2. 'YP"'"toplro. Le. 12 31 (L) 12 ao (Q, but un

likely reading), A. 20 81 (speech). 
8. e"xt'nlvop.a~.. Lc. 5 31 (Lc., change in Me. 2 22) 

11 r,o (L or Q., cf. Mt. 23 sa), A. 118 10 411 

22 ~ -all three in speeches. ' 
4. em£ov. Twenty-two times in Lc., thirteen 

times in A., in all parts of both. 
5. efop.oA.orylot. Lo. 10 21 (Q,-Mt. 11211) 22 6(L), 

A. 1918. 
6. fJO.:'IJJ-4· Lc. 12 47 (twice) 22 42 23 211 (all four 

L); A. 13 22 (speech) 2114 2214 (speech). 
(The longer form of the Lord's Prayer has in
fluenced some of these cases.) 

7. 1Ca8ap~M. Le. 4 'rl (L) 7 22 (Q,-Mt. 11 IS) 

11 ao (Q,-Mt. 23 25) 1714.17 (both L), A. 10 liS 

11 9 (these two identical) 15 9 (last two in 
speeches). 

8. A.£8ofJoA.Eo>. Lc. 13 M (Q,-Mt. 23 31), A. 7 
ISS. 159 14 IS. 

9. lnrrauta. Lc. 1 22 24 23 (both L ), A. 26 19 

'(speech). 
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10. 'lrf'EufJvrep'o.,. Lc. 22 oo ( L ), A. 22 :~ 

(speech).· 
11. 'IT'E,ptur~. Lc. 4 13 (Lc. in Q ?) 8 13 (Lc. 

in Me. 4 17) 11 4 (Q,- Mt. 6 13) 22 28 (Q ?) 
22 40 (probably due to quotation from Me. 14 38 

in 22 46), A. 20 19 (speech). 
12. 7rpotTWX.q· Lc. 6 12 (L ?) 22 4:1 (L ?) ; seven 

times in A. 1-12, otherwise only 16 13. 16, in 
the sense of a place. 

13. yw&7rpo~~. Lc. 6 26 (L ?), A. 13 6. 

SUMMARY. In both Lucan writings, ninety-seven; in the 
Gospel only, forty-five; in A. only, thirty-four; in both, 
eighteen. In L only, twenty-seven; total number of cases 
certainly in L, forty-three. 

In other words, almost half of the total number of cases 
are found in L, whose extent is only about one quarter of 
the two writings combined. 

NoTE. In Deissmann's.Licht vom 01ten (3d edition, 1909), 
pp. 46-75, there is given a list of "ecclesiastical" words that 
have been discovered in non-Jewish sources. These data 
will delete from the lists above the following words : From 
list (a) civat'daJ, Deissmanu, p. 64 (the case is not so clear 
for ci:>..:>..o'YE~, p. 51). From list (d) ci'Ya'lr.q, p. 48. From 
list (e) 7r:>..7Jpotf>opeM, p. 56. From list (f) BtaTa'Y.q, p. 59 ; 
WTa'llop.IU, P· 54. From list (g) a'lltuTTaT&M, P· 55 (the case 
for a'lla8EJ14T~M, P· 63, is not clear). From list (i) i>..a.u»'ll, 
l'lla'IIT,, p. 48. From list (j) bxfnrto'll, ~ea8ap~M, 7rpouwxrl, 
p. 48. 

The summary will now read: In both Lucan writings, 
eighty-six; in the Gospel only, forty-two; in A. only, 
thirty-one; in both, thirteen. In L only, twenty-six; total 
number of cases certainly in L, thirty-eight. The average is 
about the same as it was before the deletions. 

Of course, the purely "ecclesiastical" character of a word 
does not admit of precise enough proof to allow of accurate 
computation. But the figures, none the less, are not with
out significance. 
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PossiBLE HEBRAISMS IN THE LUCAN WRITINGS, AS 

CLASSED BY DALMAN 

A very interesting corroboration of the results reached, by 
a comparison of statistics drawn up from an entirely distinct 
standpoint, can be attained by using the lists drawn up by 
Dalman, in his WordB of JeBUB, English translation, pp. 20-
36. (Cf. also Moulton's Prolegomena, pp. 14-17.) The 
following words are classed as possible Hebraisms. 

1. l>..Bow, lPX,op.evot;, redundantly used with a finite verb. 
In collecting data of this sort, the question as to the redun
dancy or otherwise of each particular case naturally arises. 
I have allowed the presumption to lie on the side of redun
dancy, including good uses rather than excluding them, but 
have taken it as a general principle that where the participle 
has a modifier, it cannot properly be held redundant. How
ever, in this and all following cases, I have quoted all of 
Dalman's examples. 

There are twelve cases in Lc. and none at all in A.; A. 
16 :rr. ll9 approach most closely to the use, but the "coming" 
has especial emphasis there and the participle cannot be 
classed as redundant. Of the cases in Lc., three, 11 211 (Mt. 
12 44) 12 43 (Mt. 24 46) 19 23 (Mt. 25 21) are certainly quoted 
by Lc. from Q. One case (18 6) is of dubious origin (Q ?). 
The other eight cases (5 7 7 3 10 32 12 36 13 14 14 9 15 211 

16 21) all are found in L. 
For 7ropwdp.evot;, 7ropw8Ek there are nine examples in Lc. 

and (again) none at all in A. One case (7 22, Mt. 11 4) is 
from Q. Twice (8 u 22 s) the use is certainly from Me. 
(4 19 14 12); and in 9 13 the use is to be referred to the influ
ence of Me. 6 36·37, especially with the modifications in Lc. 912. 
The case 13 32 is of uncertain origin but probably from Q. 
The remaining four cases (9 62 14 10 15 liS 17 14) are all 
in L. 

2. ~ta8luar;, ~ta8t]p.evot;. The two examples from chapter 5 
cited by Dalman, 53. 21, hardly seem to be redundant in any 
proper sense (and the second is from Me. 2 14), and it may be 
noted that an example (A. 16 13) is found in the "We" 
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sections of A. Really redundant cases seem to occur in 
Le. 7 32 (Mt. ll1e,-Q) 16 6 (Q?) 14 28. 31,-the lut two 
the best marked cases and both L. 

3. ~. trraiJek. Seven times in Lc., six times in A. 
Of the Lucan passages. one (18 40) is a slight modification 
of Me. (10 4S,- trrJek for trrck). One (9 21) is from Me. 
(9 1). The other five cases (1u 5 1 18 11 19 8 24 11) are in 
L. In A. the use is found 2 14 5 20 16 9 17 22 25 18 27 21, 

and consequently this cannot safely be classed as an L use. 
On the other hand, the very awkward phrases (Lc. 23 10. M) 

quoted by Dalman both belong to L and seem to have no 
parallel in A. Cf. 0 30, 111pra. 

4. a'lltJ(TT~, bytp8tk. The first of these words unmistak

ably belongs to Le.'s (not L's) vocabulary, as it is found 
sixteen times in Le. and eighteen times in A., and in all 
parts of each, except the " We " sections of A. The seconcl 
word is found only in Le. 11 8 (probably in Q and probably 
not redundant) and not at all in A. 

5. a7NHCp&8Ek ·tlww. This phrase is so extremely com.mon 
in all parts of the Gospels (Jn. included) and A. that 'DO 

weight can be attached to it. 
6. "A./tyO'Jv after a verb of speaking. Dalman's examples of 

Lucan use (24 6-714 a) are both in L. But note A. 8 26 26 81. 

7. fjpfaTo, fjpfavro. That this word belongs to L and 
not to Lc. has been shown in (.A 5). 

8. tiJ86<;, etc. As Dalman maintains that the excessive 
frequency of this word in Mo. "is due probably to Greek 
rather than Jewish-Aramaic influence," and as the word is 
cited for a demonstration of Aramaic rather than Hebrew 
(not Greek) influence, this use is of no importance for pres
ent purposes. 

9. 7rpOqtMrov. Only the cases cited by Dalman are of 
importance here. Le. 7 ~ (Mt. 11 10) is in an explicit 
Septuagint quotation (in Q). The other citations in Dalman 
are Lc. 1 76 (text?) 9 112 10 1 21M 20 21 9 111, and these are all 
·L. 9 113, by Dalman's reasoning, should be classed as a 
Lucan editing of L. The phrases in A. (3 19 5 u 7 4.'1 13 M) 

are all very simple, and all but 5 41 are in speeches. Cf. B 4-l. 
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10. btfnruw. Discarded by Dalman as evidence and re
ferred to the Ko,~. 

11. ~1 bybe-ro, e"'evero 81. These uses have been studied 
fully in (.A. 6, B 14; cf. A 7) and referred there to L. 

12. e'IJ Tip with the infinitive. One special use of tbis 
phrase has been diacussed in (..4 7). There remain eleven 
eaaes in Lc. and six in A., all in the first twelve chapters 
(2 1 3 26 4 ao 8 6 9 s 11 us). Of the cases in Lc., one (8 5) 

is from Me. (4 4). 8 40. 42 are apparently Lucan insertions 
into Me. 5 21. :w. 12 us is of dubious origin (Q ?). 9 M. 36 

are also of dubious origin, but on p. 169 I have suggested that 
other evidence points to L for this passage. The remaining 
five cases (1 21 2 73. 4S 10 M 11 37) are in L. 

It may be questioned, however, how far this use of the 
infinitive is to be classed as a Semitism. Allen's TAe Infini
tive * Polybi.u (Chicago, 1907) gives examples of both the 
temporal and the local use of the phrase in an author where 
there is no Semitic influence, and has counted twenty-four 
occurrences in all (pp. 37, 48). Cf. also Moulton, Prolego
mena, pp. 14, 215. 

13. The emphasizing of a verb by its cognate substantive. 
As a concordance is useless for checking up these instances, 
I have contented myself with the examples given by Dalman. 
The two cases in Lc. cited by him (2 9 22 tiS,- particularly 
characteristic) are both L. Of the occurrences in A., 23 tf 
is a technical term in tbe mouth of Jews; 4 11 has very uncer
tain text (but W eiBB reads the word); 7 M (Septuagint) is in 
St. Stephen's speech, and 5 28 is again in the mouth of Jews. 

14. elva£ with the participle. It seems impoBBible to 
draw up reliable statistics here ; cf., for instance, Blass, 
Grammar of NettJ Teltament G-reek, pp. 202 ff., and Moulton. 
ryp. cit., pp. 225 ff., for the difficulty of deciding whether or 
not a given case is really periphrastic. Suffice it to say that 
in Lc. out of a total of forty-five cases (omitting 24 73) of 
the imperfect of elva£ with the participle, twenty-eight are 
found in L. (Only two seem certainly due to Mc.,-5 17 

8 a.) The most awkward cases seem to be 8 zs 9 113 13 11 

23 s 23 113, all L. 
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SUMMARY. Nos. 1, 2, 7, 11, 12 (the really Semitic uses), 
13 are certainly L phrases, Nos. 3, 9, 14 are so in part. 
Nos. 5, 8, 10 are irrelevant. Only Nos. 4 and 3 (in part 
only) really belong to Lc. 

THE TmRD GosPEL AND ACTs 

On pp. 179-180 of Hawkins' Horae Sgnopticae (2d edi
tion) are drawn up lists of words found frequently in the 
Third Gospel but not at all or very infrequently in A. 
Hawkins deduces from these lists, in conjunction with the 
three others given on pp. 177-178, that a. considerable in
terval must have elapsed between the production of the two 
works, if they are to be ascribed to the same author. The 
force of this argument, however, as far as it is supported 
by the fourth and fifth lists, is considerably broken by the 
statistics as they have been discussed in the present tables. 

Hawkins gives fourteen words in his last two lists. 
Exactly half of these have been shown to belong to L, 
not Lc., namely : ap.apTmAtk, bflvero with a finite verb, op.olo><;, 
tTTp~k, bflwro with ~eal. (this should have been in Hawkins' 
fourth list), J., -rrp with the infinitive (in the only cases that 
give Lc. much preponderance over A.,- cf. also No.12,wpra), 
~eal aimk. Cf. A 1, B 14, B 39, A 18, A 6, A 7, A 11. 

Of the other cases listed by Hawkins, certain words owe 
. their frequency entirely to the character of the narrative 
in Lc. and not to questions of style. The frequency of 
d.,.o., U, El?TEP U is due to the great frequency of the short 
quotations of a speaker in Lc., something which has no 
parallel in A. Hawkins gives as the ratio 59:15, and the 
words of a speaker, surely, are introduced four times as fre
quently in Lc. as in A. Much the same is true of eaVTOii, 
as there is far more occasion for the accentuation of persons 
in the Gospel than in A. 

llXovcn~ naturally affords no evidence for style in a 
comparison of Lc. and A., especially when it is observed 
that of the eleven occurrences in Lc., one (21 i) is from 
Me. 12 41 and five cases (12 16 16 1. 19. 21. 22) are in parables. 

efepxoJ141. a?To is found thirteen times in Lc. The number, 
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however, is due to the fact that it has been used as a techni
cal term in exorcisms nine times :-4 M (twice). 41 8 2. 29. 

(text?) 33. M. 38 11 24 (Q, Mt. 12 43),- exactly as it is in A. 
1618 (a "We" passage). Moreover, in 4 M (twice) 8 29 it 
is simply a correction of Me. 's awkward efepxop.a~. lE (Me. 1 
z. ~ 58). Removing these exorcism uses there remain only 
four cases in Lc. (5 8 8 46 9 IS 17 29) and two in A. (16 40 

28 a), a disproportion that may be neglected. 
There remain three words only in Hawkins' list. The 

full statistics may be given. 
arya:rrdo,. Thirteen times in Lc., not at all in A. Of these 

twelve cases, four are in the verse 6 32 (L) and twice in the 
immediate context (6 '¥1. M), also in L. Of the other six 
cases, one (10 '¥1) is a Septuagint quotation (from Q ?) ; 
16 13 (Mt. 6 24) is from Q . The other five cases (7 IS. 42. 47 

(twice) 11 .a) are in L. If it had not been for the suspicion 
of strong Q admixture in 6 '¥1-M, I should have included this 
word in Class B, at least. Probably it belongs there. 

airr~ o. This combination is found principally in the 
phrase, ainj Tj &pif,- 2 38 10 21 12 12 13 31 20 19 24 33, A. 
16 18 22 13, and may safely be set down to Lc. (20 19 is an 
insertion into Me. 12 12). Of the same type are ainj TV 
;,,dpt:ft 23 12 24 13, and airr(j> .,.q, ~talprp in 13 1. The other 
cases are 1 36 10 7. Here a predominance of numbers in Lc. 
over A. certainly exists that is not easily explicable by the 
character of the narrative. But the first uses cited may be 
due to attempts to give the sources a chronology. 

7r>..-~u. Of the fifteen cases in Lc., two (10 14, Mt. 11 22, 

17 1 (text?), Mt. 18 7) are certainly from Q; 22 22 is an in
sertion into Me. 14 21, but copied exactly after 17 1, still more 
closely after the form in Mt. 18 7. The four cases, 6 24. 3/j 

19 '¥1 23 28 are in L, as is 11 41 (probably), and 22 21 

(possibly). The remaining five cases (10 u. ID 12 31 13 33 

19 '¥1) are all in passages that Weiss considers part of Q, 
and the word certainly is used in Q. Finally, in 22 42 (L ?) 
the text is doubtful. The cases in A. (8 1 15 28 20 23 27 22) 

are all quite different, and the use of the word is rather that 
of a preposition than that of a conjunction. Consequently, 
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deductions are hard to draw. To me it see.ms as if there 
were he~ a fairly abundant souroe-UBe (both L and Q), copied 
by Lc. but dropped in A. 

SUMMARY. -Of the fourteen examples given by Hawkins, 
only two, -the last two,- have much cogency. The others 
are explained either by the ~raoter of the narrative or are 
due to the fact that the word in qu.estion is copied by Lc. 
from a written source. 
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